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KEY CAPABILITIES
• Accurate and flexible anomaly and
DDoS detection
• Integrated automation with leading
mitigation providers like Radware
and A10, and RTBH support
• Powerful, ad-hoc forensic analytics
on months to years of granular
network traffic details

DDoS attacks continue to hit the front lines of network security. It’s an
asymmetrical war against a growing IoT army, where $30 attacks can cost
companies thousands, or be a smokescreen for something worse. False
positives prevent automatic mitigation, while missed attacks cause costly
application and service disruption. Legacy tools leave you guessing, without
deep network details or real-time forensic visibility. As threats escalate, manual
intervention bogs down your best engineers, but the hard truth is you can’t
stop what you can’t see.

• Easy integration via APIs
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• Provide a single platform for
attack detection, mitigation, and
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and differentiate “clean pipe”
services
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Figures (n) refer to 2016, 2021 traffic shares.
Source: Cisco VNI Global IP Traffic Forecast, 2016-2021.

Kentik’s network traffic intelligence platform delivers the industry’s most
accurate and automated DDoS detection and triggering, while giving security
and operations teams a full forensic capability across months of raw data.
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KENTIK CUSTOMER SUCCESS
“Kentik is a game-changer for network
operations. Since deploying Kentik’s big
data-based detection and automated
triggering of our Radware mitigation
platform in May of this year, we have
seen an over 30 percent improvement
in catching and stopping DDoS attacks.
Kentik helps us deliver better service
to our customers, and has freed our
engineers from constant firefighting
so they can focus on projects that will
move us forward.”

ALERT TRIGGERED

-Brian Mengel, CTO, PenTeleData

ABOUT KENTIK | Kentik is the network traffic intelligence company. Kentik turns network traffic – billions of digital

footprints – into real-time intelligence for both business and technical operations. Network operators, engineers, and
security teams use Kentik to manage and optimize the performance, security, and potential of their networks and their
business. To learn more about Kentik and its award-winning solutions, visit www.kentik.com.
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